AMWUTOAN   IllSTOIUCAL  ASSOCIATION.
to (he. present or (lie past \v;is exchanged between us, directly or indirectly. After the. opportunity 1 had a Horded For such a communication, if he desired one, unless 1 was weak enough to volun-teer explanations to the public all that the latter could know or infer was that a. prominent politician whom they had long recognised at Washington as apparently chief among my friends. had suddenly quitted the seat of (Jovcrnment my enemy.
The merest, novice in (lie a Hairs and ways of (he world would reject the surest.ion (hat a course so unnatural ami so indefensible, matured in a mind of remarkable shrewdness and subtlety, was adopted without specific calculations or ulterior purposes. In respect to these I have no information---of sullicient importance to be stated- which will not be open to the reader of these pages, but it was, of course, not possible that I should fail to have decided impressions, to which, with (he explanations I make here, being nothing more, than my inferences from facts reeling chiefly on Mr. Me Lane's authority and, beyond (hat, (o an important extent <<n th ' communications of his respectable, early, constant and clear beaded friend, the reader is not asked to allow more weight than that to which he. would himself think I hem entitled. 1 am now entirely satisfied thai Major Lewis is correct in the supposition that. Mr. Me Lane's imagination was daxxled by an expectation of reaching the Presidency and that his mind was inlhienced from an early period of our intercourse, by th.it'. hope. His discoinlil ures in reiterated attempts to promote the cause of a national bank to which he was devoted inl-nx cf in- <*u-lf but in which In* encountered the invincible opposition of President Jackson at length satisfied him that all schemes for (he gratification of his desires in (hat direction thro' democratic channels were, forever blasted. ()m> chance, remained (lie. possibility, perhaps, in his view, the probability thnf the oppo sition might be induced to accept, him ,h their Presidential candidate at the then coming elect ion if his name could be brought bufoi-e them in an imposing form. There were features of his position and operating causes in the temper of (he lime:, well calculated to (ill with high hopes of such a result, a. temperament at intervals very sanguine. The. bank, with its vast interests and exertion-;, was looked to as the strong arm of the. opposition and among the persons by whom Mr. MeLane was (hen surrounded and with whom, at the, particular period of which I speak, he freely consulted, there, were artful and, in such matters, able men who devoted their whole time, and talent and energies to its service. His partiality for (he close, companionship of several of these, had often caused me un easiness at earlier stages of our intimacy. KYom these, sources he. might have learned, if his own observation had failed to suggest it.,

